Wallet tutorial
1. Enter your private key and press **login**
2. Creating a Smartlands account requires adding signer of the Smartlands platform. IMPORTANT: you will not be able to control your Smartlands account without Smartlands Platform’s confirmation of each of your transactions (done automatically).
You can create a new account first to try the new Smartlands wallet.

2.1 If you chose to make the current account a Smartlands account, then you will have to read through the notification about additional signers and accept it. Afterwards you are forwarded to an account page of the wallet.
Go to Paragraph 6. of this guideline for further information.
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3. If you chose to create a new account, there are 2 options.
Dependent account is an account whose initial (master) private key is removed as a signer and a private key you have entered to initiate login will be added. You will be able to login to your new dependent account with your current private key. [go to 4]
Independent account is just an account that you will fund with XLM from the account you used to login. You will have to use newly generated private key to log in. Your current private key will not be related to the new account. [go to 5.]
4. After you pressed “Create new dependent account” you will have to read through the notification about additional signers and accept it. The form to transfer XLM to your new account will appear.

Enter the amount you would like to send and press Transfer. Afterwards you are forwarded to the login page of the wallet. Please login with the same private key. Go to Paragraph 6. of this guideline for further information.
5. After you press “Create new independent account” you will have to read through the notification about additional signers and accept it. Once you accept, a keypair generation screen will appear. Press generate keypair.

Save private key securely and press accept.
You will have to enter the generated private key.
After doing so, you are offered to fund your new wallet with XLM. Enter the amount you wish to send and press Transfer.
6. After logging in to the wallet, you can connect your Stellar account with your profile on Smartlands Platform. To do so click Resolve button. You will be forwarded to login page platform.smartlands.io. Once you login, your accounts will be connected. Your name should appear next to KYC.